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LSA Mission Statement
The Louisiana Soccer Association will be an essential leader in unifying our
membership to grow, promote and enhance the culture of soccer across the
state. Our mission is to develop and administer high quality programs and events
to educate and train players, coaches, referees and all those who support and
have a passion for the game. Through all that we do, we shall promote and
encourage high standards of integrity, commitment, sportsmanship and fair play
in a cooperative, safe and fun environment both on and off the soccer field.

LSA Vision
The Louisiana Soccer Association will be an essential leader for the Louisiana
soccer community inspiring passion and commitment in players and coaches as all
strive for excellence on and off the field.
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LSA Values
Accountability

We must answer for our words and our actions, and we must
hold others responsible for theirs.
We cannot pass
responsibility on to others and no one else can take that
responsibility from us.

Commitment

Any goal of any real value cannot be achieved without hard
work. We must be willing to dedicate ourselves to that goal. If
we achieve a goal without working hard, we did not set our
sights high enough.

Integrity

We must live our lives with a sense of honor. Honor oneself,
one’s family, and one’s faith in every endeavor. We must all be
true to ourselves, our promises, our words and our actions.

Leadership

Leaders put the needs of the team ahead of their own. They
are honest, trustworthy and are innovative thinkers. They
possess a work ethic unmatched by those of their peers and live
their lives as an example to all others.

Trust

We must earn the trust of our membership every day. Trust is
earned through honesty, consistency, compassion, and
dedication to a common purpose.

Creativity
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Soccer is the most dynamic of all sports. It teaches us to
constantly think of new ways to look at the game. We must
reassess how we approach the game no matter how often or
how long we have been involved in it. Creative thought and
innovation fostered by soccer can lead to successes in all aspects
of our lives.
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Education

We must never stop learning about ourselves, our community,
and the world around us. What we learn in school will teach us
what we will become. What we learn through sports will teach us
who we will become. All these lessons will be with us forever.

Equality

The game of soccer is inclusive. It is the world’s game. We must
protect and promote everyone’s right to be treated with
equality no matter what may set us apart on or off the field.

Fun

Even within the context of all the benefits associated with the
game of soccer, we must never forget it is still only a game that’s
meant to be played.

Health

We must endeavor to lead active and healthy lifestyles. Doing so
involves a commitment to take care of ourselves and to insure
short-term as well as long-term benefits. The use of substances
that are physically harmful is contrary to the commitment to
personal health that all of us need to embrace.

Loyalty

We must be dedicated to all members of our team. We must be
loyal on good days and on bad. We must share not only the joys
of the game and of life but also the struggles and setbacks life
presents to all of us. We must do so as a team and as friends.

Passion

We must all discover those precious few things in life that excite
and move us to a higher level.
Respect – Players, coaches, referees, and fans shall respect each
other and the game of soccer. Be thoughtful and considerate of
all whom we encounter.

Safety

We must all insure that our soccer environment is safe and one
that is free from harm, physical or emotional, for everybody. Be
kind and extend a hand of friendship to all involved in the game.

Teamwork

LSA cannot administer the game in Louisiana on its own. We
must all work together to grow and develop the game
responsibly.
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Risk Management
Criminal Background Search

Through its registration platform at
GotSoccer and our screening vendor, JDP,
LSA conducts background checks on every
individual who may have substantial
contact with youth soccer players across
Louisiana

Concussion Awareness and Safety

LSA is committed to concussion awareness and education. All coaches, managers
and club administrators must complete the CDC Heads Up Concussion training
course. The LSA website also has numerous references and links to help educate
parents and players on the symptoms and signs of concussions.

SafeSport

In accordance with the federal SafeSport Act, LSA requires those involved in youth
soccer to also take the on-line SafeSport course on child sexual abuse through the
US Center for SafeSport each year.

Kidsafe Program

Through the nationally recognized KidSafe Program, LSA can advise clubs on
establishing policies, procedures, and governing operations to help minimize
the risk of harm or abuse to youth players.

Player Safety and Club Support
•
•
•
•
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LSA requires clubs to monitor goal post and field safety to reduce the
potential for injuries.
Education on dehydration, heat-related illness, nutrition, and conditioning.
LSA will assist Clubs in developing procedures for safeguarding against
sexual misconduct and in adjudicating complaints
Safeguarding club financials using security measures and insurance
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Insurance
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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General Liability Insurance
Limit - $1 million per occurrence and $3 million aggregate.
Field Liability coverage as additional insured for
government entities and field owners on LSA
General Liability policy
Excess Liability coverage (Limit - $5 million per
occurrence) above general liability
Accident/Medical Insurance- Secondary medical
coverage for registered players, coaches,
managers, referees, and volunteers. Covers all
sanctioned activities as a secondary insurer only.
LSA will not act as a primary insurer.
Limit - $100,000 per claim; $500 deductible
Accidental Death and Dismemberment coverage
Directors and Officers (D & O) Insurance
Coverage of member clubs’ officers arising out of decisions made on behalf
of the club. Limit- $1 million aggregate
Online claim filing
Covers players injured while traveling to/from games and liability coverage
for clubs
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Technical Department Programs
The LSA Technical Department offers an array of programs,
courses and clinics designed to teach soccer technique to
players and coaches alike and to help member clubs grow and
improve the game across Louisiana.

Coaching Education

Coaching education in Louisiana is available through US Soccer and United Soccer
Coaches (formerly the NSCAA). The LSA Director of Coaching Education, Ryan
Lazaroe, and his staff conduct regular courses at all levels of coaching education
across the state. Member clubs are encouraged to run formal courses throughout
the year.
•
US Soccer Grassroots Courses 4 v 4, 7 v 7, 9 v 9 and 11 v 11
•
US Soccer National Coaching Licenses - D, C, B, A
•
United Soccer Coaches Coaching Development Courses
•
United Soccer Coaches Advanced Diploma Courses
•
Goalkeeping clinics and Special Topics clinics
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DOC Program
For Clubs without an experienced Director of Coaching, LSA will provide
leadership and guidance in developing your players and your programs. The LSA
Technical Department will help your club design and implement programs that
will enhance player development and coaching education.

Technical Development Academies (“TDA”)
LSA has partnered with Coerver Soccer to run its TDAs. The TDA is a simple and
fun off-season program that focuses on developing young players’ technique. It
can be tailored to a club’s particular needs and availability.

Coaching Development Program (“CDP”)
The CDP is an in-season program designed to help develop good coaching skills
and habits in recreational coaches and to encourage both players and coaches to
focus on the development of technical skills. A byproduct of the CDP is the
development of proper technique in your players at a young age.

TOPSoccer
The Outreach Program for Soccer

TOPSoccer is a nationwide US Youth Soccer program designed
to bring the game of soccer to children with disabilities and
their families. LSA will assist in every aspect of creating and
developing a TOPSoccer program including organization,
education and training, equipment purchases and access to
other Clubs involved in the program.
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Olympic Development Program (“ODP”)
Louisiana ODP is part of the nation-wide US Youth Soccer
program designed to develop and identify elite players. The
ODP experience is completely different than the club soccer
experience. ODP focuses entirely on the development of
each individual player and not team achievements. It is the
only program in Louisiana in which player performance is
paramount. ODP brings many of the finest and most
committed players together to train and play in a highly
competitive environment and exposes players to
competition at the regional and national level to provide
them a pathway to playing in college.
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Competitions
All of LSA’s state tournaments are sponsored by the Allstate Sugar Bowl. Without
their generous sponsorship, tournament prices and LSA’s ability to absorb many
costs for teams attending regional events would not be possible.

State Tournaments

LSA conducts state tournaments each year for each level of competition. The
Louisiana State Cup and the Louisiana Presidents Cup act as qualifiers for US
Soccer’s South Region and National Championship tournaments. The Bob Abbott
Cup is a state-wide for our U11 and U12 age groups and the Louisiana Open Cup is
a tournament that invites both recreational and competitive teams to compete.

Louisiana Soccer Academy Program (“LSAP”)
The LSAP is a program that brings Academy Programs
from member clubs across the state together to share
ideas, plan jamborees together and help their 9U and
10U players to grow and develop in a performanceoriented environment rather than an outcome-oriented
environment such as the LCSL.
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Louisiana Classic Soccer League (“LCSL”)

The LCSL provides teams with the opportunity to compete at a level that is most
productive for their players’ development. The LCSL starts at 11U and has
divisions up to 19U. In order to qualify for a regional event like the Southern
Regionals or the Southern Presidents Cup, a team must participate in the LCSL.

Administrative Assistance
LSA will assist new clubs in their initial organization and incorporation and in
establishing club by-laws and policies to help in the governance of you club. In
addition to club formation and affiliation will assist clubs in
•
Player registration
•
Risk Management compliance
•
How to select coaches
•
Codes of conduct
•
Disciplinary procedures
•
Financial guidelines and procedures

On-line Resources
PlayLouisianaSoccer.org,

the official website of LSA,
provides
up-to-date
information on all LSA
programs and events and
provides countless resources
for administrators, coaches
and
parents
including
comprehensive
coaching
lesson plans and concussion
awareness education and links to resources. LSA also publishes 8 e-Newsletters a
year to keep our entire membership up to date on new developments in the
game and events.
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Social Media
D

LSA has three main social media channels to connect all our clubs, players,
parents, and affiliated members. It provides important announcements, events
notification, highlight videos, our programs, and funny moments in LSA events.

Facebook
Announcement / Events

Instagram
Story / Short Videos
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YouTube
All LSA Videos – State Tournaments / ODP / Coaching
Education / Referee Programs / Highlights
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Corporate Partnerships
LSA develops corporate partnerships that will offer tangible benefits to our entire
Membership. In doing so, we leverage our large numbers to obtain discounts,
promotions, special offers and rewards that will help ease the financial burden of
participating in our programs and events.
• Allstate Sugar Bowl is a charitable foundation
dedicated to promoting and sponsoring amateur sports
across Louisiana. LSA relies heavily on their extreme
generosity in operating our state tournaments each
year.

•
With 4 retail stores across Louisiana and an
on-line store, Third Coast Soccer was named LSA’s
Official Soccer Retail Partner. In addition to
discounts to LSA and our various programs, Third
Coast Soccer runs 4 promotional weekends each
year for LSA’s soccer families. They also sponsor our
Annual Awards gala at the AGM each year.

• Sports Pins International is an industry leader in
designing and producing top quality awards
products with customer service second to none. As
LSA’s Official Awards Supplier, SPi provides all
trophies and awards to LSA state-wide
tournaments and provide all LSA affiliated clubs
with the same deep discount enjoyed by LSA. CSTT
provides its services to over 600 tournaments and
events each year and is used by thousands of teams.
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•
Fine Designs has been named the "Official Event
Merchandiser of LSA". They will produce and sell
customized event t-shirts and other sports apparel at all
LSA state tournaments and will establish an on-line LSA
apparel store to handle pre-orders and even post
tournament orders.

• CSTT Sport Travel is the Official Travel Partner of LSA.
CSTT has been serving sports teams since 1972 and is the
largest Free Travel Service in North America and the
number one provider of hotel accommodations for Junior
& Amateur sports.

•
Team Snap was founded in 2009 and
headquartered in Boulder, Colorado, TeamSnap has taken
the organization of youth, recreational and competitive
sports into the 21st century. Over 22 million coaches,
administrators, players and parents use TeamSnap to sign
up, schedule, communicate and coordinate everything for
the team, the club and the season.

• Veo Technologies was named "Official Video Provider
to LSA". Veo provides video equipment to record
games or practices without the need of a cameraman.
They also provide on-line analysis software. Veo will
help revolutionize the way our coaches approach
player development.
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Annual Awards
LSA presents Annual Awards to honor those who have
served our players and the game with distinction.
Louisiana Award winners are nominated for regional
honors and, perhaps for national recognition. In addition
to these Annual Awards, LSA has established a Hall of
Fame to celebrate the long-standing contributions and
achievements of individuals who have truly changed the
game in Louisiana.

Third Coast Great Saves and Goals Awards
Our friends at Third Coast Soccer have sponsored LSA's
Great Goals and Saves Awards. LSA asked for videos
on our social media pages and of all the submissions
we received the following players have won!
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Referee Development
The LSA State Referee Committee (“SRC”) recruits,
teaches, trains, develops, and mentors referees,
assigners, and instructors across the state. The SRC
conducts Referee Courses across the state year-round
and is prepared to run a course and provide referee
mentoring for each of our LSA affiliates.
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